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First Joint Go4 RRI Governance Workshop 

Brussels, 12-13 Sept 2013 

Harvest Letter 

 

This two-day workshop gathered partners of four recently launched FP7 Science in Society 

projects dealing with Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) Governance.  

This Group of Four (Go4) projects, including GREAT, RES-AGORA, PROGRESS and 

RESPONSIBILITY, represents a critical mass of researchers taking forward RRI 

Governance in Europe, and beyond. The workshop is especially timely in view of the on-

going EC deliberations for the establishment of Horizon 2020, the upcoming new 

framework programme for EU research and Innovation covering the period 2014-2020. 

 

1. Welcome and Policy Context 

Karen Fabbri, the EC project officer, welcomed the participants and explained the flow of 

the workshop.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Karen went on to explain the objectives of the workshop and possible outcomes. 
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Objective of the workshop:  
"To explore synergies on selected issues and take steps towards arriving at common 
understandings and concrete actions to take forward jointly, with the overall view to 
promote a shared language, vision and narrative of RRI governance in Europe, and 
beyond, also with structured contributions to the RRI Governance Observatory." 
  
This workshop is not meant to foster a "meta project". Each project has its own objectives, 
deliverables, and expertise – which is necessary to encourage a plurality of ideas, 
especially in this topic that is still in full evolution. This workshop aims to bring project 
partners together on issues that they feel could merit from a more common approach, 
with a view to harnessing collective creativity and shared understandings to make 
specific contributions to the RRI policy discourse of Horizon 2020.    
 
Possible outcomes of the workshop may include: 

 New and strengthened connections between you all 
 Collective awareness 
 Building of Common positions, glossary, policy briefs and project fact sheets  
 Working together at different levels: coordinators, WP /task leaders, PhD students 
 Demonstrating (joint) European leadership in Int'l fora/events 
 Joint deliverables, publications 
 Stakeholder mapping, interviewing and case studies (common format) 

 
Next, Karen provided a policy framing to update the participants on how RRI will be taken 
up in Horizon 2020, the upcoming new framework programme for EU research and 
Innovation covering the period 2014-2020. 
 
The Science and Society programme and funding will be continued and strengthened in 
Horizon 2020 through a dedicated funding line under the tile Science with and For Society 
(Swafs), and via the implementation of RRI as a cross-cutting issue (also with a minimum 
budget) to be implemented on all thematic areas and pillars of Horizon2020. In particular 
for the RRI cross-cutting implementation, guidance, training, indicator development and 
monitoring will be required to ease and assess the degree of RRI take up both by EC 
programmes and by external evaluators, proposers and grantees.   
 
 
2. Group of Four: PROGRESS, RESPONSIBILITY, GREAT & RES-AGORA 
 

During the following session each of the four 

coordinators gave a brief presentation on the 

new developments and next steps of their 

projects.  
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Doris Schroeder, coordinator of PROGRESS and Aki Menevidis, coordinator of 

RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Robert  Gianni (on behalf of Philippe Goujon) for GREAT and Ralf Lindner, coordinator of 

RES-AGORA  
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3. Comparative assessment and the emergence of RRI governance frameworks 

The following session consisted of a comparative presentation of the four projects, given 

by Ralf, and a talk by Sally Randles providing a preliminary appraisal of existing/ 

emerging governance frameworks for RRI 
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4. World Café conversations 

After lunch the real work began when we launched the first World Café session, in which 5 

breakout groups shared thoughts on the following issues to be taken forward jointly by the 

projects: 

 Creating a common glossary 

 Empirical programme: avoiding overlap in the 

case studies and making use of the projects' 

expert networks and other synergies 

 Theoretical developments 

 Exploiting complementarities 

and avoiding overlaps in 

dissemination. 

 Post-MASIS work 

 

After two rounds of world café, each of the 5 breakout group hosts reported 

back in plenary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To close the day, Karen distributed RRI t-shirts to the 4 project coordinators. 
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5. Global nature of RRI 

Day two began with two talks addressing the Global nature of RRI. Michel Davis spoke about the 

Broad Impact criterion used by the National Science Foundation in the US, whereas Roger 

Chennels provided an example of how responsible innovation is providing mutual benefits and 

empowering a local community in South Africa. 
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6. World Café Conversations - continued 

Following the presentations, a second World Café session was launched in which some of the 

former breakout sessions continued, and two new ones were held: 

 Creating a common glossary  
 Empirical programme 
 Theoretical developments  
 Establishing a European governance framework for RRI - functions, requirements, 

possible features and obstacles – NEW !! 
 Policy briefs – NEW !! 
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The final feedback of the world café took place in the afternoon of the second day. Each group 
compiled a harvest template (in annex) and reported back in plenary. 
 
7. RRI elevator pitch and closing 
 
Before closing the meeting, Karen launched a challenge to each of the participants: the 
drafting of an 'elevator pitch' for RRI.  Although there was no common agreement on a clear 
winner, it was an exercise in concentration and creativity! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After Any other Business, Karen thanked the participants and closed the workshop. 
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Group photo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The End 
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ANNEXES 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Breakout Groups - Harvest Templates 
2. Agenda 
3. Participants list 
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Breakout Group: Creating a Common Glossary 

 
Participants: 

Name Project Name Project 

Sara Wilford Great/Responsibility Antonio Scarafino European 
Commission 

John Pearson Responsibility Doris Schroeder Progress 

Guido Gorgoni Res-Agora Aki Zaharya Menevidis Responsibility 

 
 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Sara Wilford DMU/GREAT/Responsibility 

John Pearson Namur/Responsibility 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

Organise procedure and content of common glossary for the four RRI projects (GREAT, 
RESPONSIBILITY, PROGRESS, RES-AGORA). 
Set up task force to address this issue.  

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

Task force members: 
Antonio Scarafino (European Commission) 
Sara Wilford (GREAT) 
John Pearson (RESPONSIBILITY) 
Guido Gorgoni (Res-Agora) 
Doris Schroeder (Progress) 
 
Key points:  
 
should start with a blank list of possible terms, to ensure that list is determined by members and 
contributors from all projects (avoiding list being over-determined by previous projects). 
 
Model followed by previous projects (GREAT) has been successful and effective: partners suggest 
terms that need definition; terms are listed; partners are asked to produce a 1-page/1000 word 
max. Definition, including academic references. These definitions are then sent for review by other 
project partners to ensure quality and accuracy, and final versions are produced in line with 
reviewers’ comments. 
 
This system also allows projects with limited resources for this task to contribute without 
stretching those resources too far (e.g. they can contribute to the list of suggestions; they can also 
contribute reviews of the terms). 
 
The glossary is a potentially useful tool for attracting people to use the RESPONSIBILITY Forum and 
Observatory. It may be a function that initially attracts people to the RESPONISBILITY site, which 
then encourages them to return and use other functions. 

 
Next Steps: milestones, actions, deliverables, by whom, and by when: 

-Initial contact with glossary task force [already done by Sara] 

 The GREAT glossary document 
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 Tracking template 

 Terms template 

 Terms list 
Sara Wilford as overall co-ordinator of the common glossary 
Final deliverable for common glossary (Annex to D4 T4.6 within RESPONSIBILITY project) due 
month 35 
-Project partners to provide suggestions for glossary entries before 12/10/2013 
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Breakout Group: Empirical Programme 

 
Participants: 

Name Project Name Project 

Barbara Grimpe GREAT Bernd Stahl RESPONSIBILITY 

Marina Jirotka  GREAT/RESPONSIBILITY Petra Ahrweiler PROGRESS/GREAT 

Michael Hahne RESPONSIBILITY Rohaya Mohd Nor RESPONIBILITY/PROGRESS? 

Menisha Patel GREAT Sally Randles RES-AGORA 

Veikko Ikonen GREAT   

 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Sally Randles RES-AGORA 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

To avoid overlap in the case studies, avoid duplicate approaches to interviewees and experts,  
maximise synergies and cross-fertilisation of learning and reflection in the projects’ empirical work 
programmes,  and make  use of the projects' expert networks.  

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

We started with round-table introductions of those present, including outlines and content of the 
empirical work within each of the projects: methodology, content, progress to-date, and forward 
time-scheduling   within each of the 4 projects. 
 
Different understandings of a ‘case-study’ with implications in terms of depth, methodologies, and 
analytical start points were acknowledged. It was agreed that there was no need to impose a 
common method. Rather to acknowledge that different requirements/questions called forth 
different case-study treatments and to welcome this richness in approaches.  
 
There were some helpful clarifications to the (earlier) presentation which gave an overview 
comparison of the 4 projects, including a preliminary comparison of each in terms of empirical 
work . It was noted that the division of empirical work into 5 techno-scientific domains (RES-
AGORA) does not provide an appt way of capturing GREAT’s work where there is a strong focus on 
ICT, but from a ubiquitous sense – therefore under GREAT/Univ Oxford two detailed cases will 
cover  ‘Technologies for elder people’ &  ‘ICT & Financial Technologies’. BG handed out a useful 
summary of the UniOxford GREAT planned empirical work.  GREAT and RES-AGORA had previously 
agreed that GREAT should lead on ICT related empirical cases as this is a particular 
strength/expertise of GREAT’s case-study researchers’, and they have access to stakeholders in 
this scientific domain, industry and users. RES-AGORA may complement GREAT’s ICT work later 
but only after discussion and if this is deemed helpful down the line.. 
 
On behalf of GREAT/PROGRESS; PA outlined the agent-based modelling work which she is leading 
which will commence with a survey  of 360 co-ordinators of ‘Competitiveness programme’ of EU 
projects covering a mix of stakeholders: firms, NGOs, scientific establishments on what responsible 
research and innovation means to them. 20-30 questions are currently being agreed and top-line 
results and analysis is due Feb 2014. It was agreed that the other projects would be allowed to see 
these top-line results when they are available for sharing. 
 
There was a discussion led by RMN for Responsibility concerning cultural interpretation of case 
studies in particular those situated in non-European contexts, as being oriented by different values 
underpinning different understandings of what it is to be ‘responsible’ . It was PROPOSED  that in 
particular for PROGRESS, RESPONSIBILITY that a useful technique to ensure the normative basis of 
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the originator is maintained, that contacts in the field be called upon to offer their own short case 
studies (ie bottom-up)  illustrating how responsible research and innovation is interpreted and 
demonstrated in each case. 
 
SR  gave an update on the first round of RES-AGORA pilot studies. Within the large empirical WP3 
of RES-AGORA all partners were undertaking different cases guided by the first-round conceptual 
‘heuristic’ paper under WP2, translated into a case-study ‘template’ which proposers of pilots  
within the consortium  were asked to use to ‘frame and guide’ their (bottom-up) pilots, with a 
focus at this stage on ‘de-facto’ governance. This template will be used to guide and structure the 
feed-back of preliminary findings from the pilots, at the next consortium meeting (9-11 Oct, 
Twente). The objectives of the pilots is learning and reflection folding back to the 
conceptual/theoretical work and onwards to discussions on implications and recommendations for 
guiding the development of  a ‘socio-normative RRI governance framework for Europe’, mindful of 
EU values institutionally anchored within existing EU Treaties, mindful also (and explicating) 
different EU national differences in culture and values orienting and framing RRI (WP5- country 
monitoring) embraces a multi-level perspective (WP2). Findings from pilots will also feed-into the 
first workshop/working discussion with a small group of stakeholders comprising the RES-AGORA 
Advisory Board and additional experts to take place 22 Nov (London) and will begin to inform the 
aggregation of key characteristics, clusters, issues and challenges of abstract(ed) ‘Ideal Types’ of 
RRI. The Pilots stage will be followed by two further stages of case studies. Stage 2 ‘further 
development’ will drill further into specific areas raised by the lessons from the pilots. Stage 3 
‘what have we missed?’ will pick up new/residual issues to fill gaps or address new/missed 
themes, considered critical to address yet ‘missed’ during Stages 1 & 2. This methodology: 
iterating conceptual/empirical work and ‘testing’ with stakeholders throughout the time-line of 
the project   characterises the RES-AGORA method.  
 
It was agreed that the findings of the RES-AGORA pilots in appropriate summary form would be 
made available to the other projects whilst maintaining IP of the authors who it is expected will 
wish to publish off them. The pilots titles and foci have already been circulated to the sister RRI 
projects.  It was agreed that the Template/questions that were used to orientate the pilots be 
shared after the Twente and London meetings (ie late Nov). SR outlined an additional project 
‘Institutionalisation of RRI’ which combines ‘100 Voices of RRI’ (‘Champions’ or institutional 
entrepreneurs) with socio-semantic and historical development mappings undertaken by RES-
AGORA partner IFRIS’s  ‘CorText’ document & text analysis (enriching and 
testing/validating/correcting the RES-AGORA presentation made at the workshop ‘Framings and 
Frameworks of RRI: A proliferation of micro-level initiatives). This project will continue in parallel 
with the 3 stages of case studies. 
 
Discussion of dialectics – tensions arising from  the ‘normalisation’/integration/standardisation on 
the one hand and variety/contestation on the other;  eg in different normative positions of actors, 
as a pragmatic reflection of the reality of RRI,  will be captured through the corpus of case-studies 
(all projects), and can helpfully assist conceptual/abstract thinking and reflection on governance 
implications (of all projects). 
 
RESPONSIBILITY : MH outlined the current development of the Observatory/Forum and asked for 
the on-line Observatory to be used as a common repository to post/link all projects’ case studies 
and empirical findings in a format that would be helpful to users/stakeholders navigating the site. 
It was agreed that there was no need to develop a common methodology for the cases, neither to 
determine ‘success’ or ‘failure’ of RRI through the cases, rather they should be short and 
informative ‘RRI  Journeys: journeys of (possible) transformations of actors and actions . Depicting 
closure or an end-point was therefore deemed unnecessary, even misleading.   Posted cases could 
rather be written in a way for the reader to ‘learn lessons’ from the whole corpus of cases and/or 
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navigate the site to find cases appropriate to the readers own context, or enable the reader to 
learn lessons transferable to their own context. It was agreed that all projects would assist the RRI 
OBSERVATORY being set up by RESPONSIBILITY on behalf of all 4 GO projects in this way. There 
was a discussion of a ‘debating platform ‘within the OBSERVATORY where actors could post their 
views, even if critical of the EU. 
 
There was a short discussion around previous anticipated concerns that multiple/simultaneous 
contacting of a small pool of ‘experts’ runs the risk of ‘killing the field’. At the moment none of the 
group/projects are experiencing this as a problem, as case-study work where possible is being set-
up in a complementary way, with projects taking different foci to target away from each other. 
Also project co-ordinators/leads on different case-studies are maintaining informal bi-lateral 
contact, which has proved helpful over the last few months since kick-off.  

 
 
Next Steps: milestones, actions, deliverables, by whom, and by when: 

The group Agreed  : 
a) To share research templates and broad research questions.  
b) To share the broad shape: time-scheduling and content, of forthcoming empirical work. 
c) To share findings at an appropriate time and (summary) format which maintains the IP 

and integrity of individual researchers to publish from their findings 
d) To cite each other's work/case studies, appropriately acknowledging the originating 

authors. 
e) To upload/link or otherwise support the RRI (Responsibility) Observatory by furnishing it 

with (links to) timely case-study summaries, the results of surveys, country-monitoring, 
and other empirical research. 

Sally Randles is happy to act as an informal ‘hub’ for this sharing wrt the empirical programme 
(agreements a)-c)), whether bi-laterally or through the RES-AGORA and sister project co-
ordinators where this is the most efficient route to reach the wider population of sister consortia 
members.  
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Breakout Group: Policy Briefs 

 
Participants: 

Name Project Name Project 

Petra Ahrweiler Great/Progress Sara Wilford Responsibility/Great 

Karen Fabbri EC Elena Tavlaki (facilitator) Great/Responsibility 

Ben Fairweather Responsibility Rohaya Mohd Nor Responsibility 

Veikko Ikonen Great Bruno Turnheim Progress 

Dionysia Lagiou EC Bernd Stahl Great 

Zaharya (Aki) Menevidis Responsibility Doris Schroeder Progress 

Morten Nielser Res-Agora Antonio Scarafino EC 

Menisha Patel Responsibility   

 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Elena Tavlaki (facilitator) Great/Responsibility 

Rohaya Mohd Nor Responsibility 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

Policy Briefing as an effective tool for scientific-based policy making. Maximising impact. 

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

1. Policy briefs are described as deliverables in the three out of the four RRI projects; namely, 
Res-Agora, Great and Responsibility. The groups will join forces (Res-Agora, Great and 
Responsibility) with the help of Progress to avoid spoilage of resources on the same subject. 

2. Explore relevant issues and the effective ways to create impact via policy briefs: 
- Audiences, key messages, which level of policy cycles to target, appropriate timing 
- The challenges to focus on theme /subthemes that are relevant (exploit network / 

resources) 
3. The policy cycles where intervention is possible and meaningful: 

a. Policy articulation 
b. Policy assessment 

4. What resources / insights that we can exploit from the (Group of 4) for RRI/ in order to be 
embedded in policy briefs. 
a. Networks / contact 
b. Partners’ expertise and pre-existing knowhow 

 
Next Steps: milestones, actions, deliverables, by whom, and by when: 

1. Organize our work in order to have broader impact by following the policy cycles. Each project 
should define a person/persons to organise the information exchange on policy briefing work. 

2. To address the cycles/mode that are effective for policy briefs. A policy watch dog mechanism 
should be implemented 

3. To explore Responsible Research and Innovation issues for the articulation of the policy briefs 
on the field of Research and Innovation 

4. Define the aim of the policy brief and subsequent issues (e.g. audience to address, timing) as 
to aggregate the content from existing projects’ sources 

5. The content of the policy brief should be relevant, explicit and suggesting solutions to a 
specific problem/issue 
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Breakout Group: Establishing a European governance framework for RRI - functions, 
requirements, possible features and obstacles 

 
Participants: 

Name Project Name Project 

Stefan Kuhlmann Res-AGorA Bart Walhout Res-AGorA 

Bernd Carsten Stahl Great Michel Hahne Responsibility 

Marina Jirotka Responsibility Ben Fairweather  

Sara Wilford Responsibility @ 2nd round  

Bernard Reber Great @ 2nd round  

Robert Gianni Great @ 2nd round  

Bärbel Dorbeck Jung Res-AGorA Philippe Goujon Great 

Vikko Eikkonen  Great Sally Randles Res-AGorA 

Ralf Lindner Res-AGorA   

 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Stefan Kuhlmann 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

Starting point: RRI not an established concept, not in regulation, nor stabilised in policies + 
proliferation of initiatives 
Objective: discuss how to go about this situation in light of establishing a governance framework / 
guided by 2 routes: proceed in open negotiations or establishing legal framework  

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

Notes  of first round 
Philippe: process approach 
Bärbel: cf. pharmaceutical regulation: cost-benefit in law, including guidance – such guidance is 
important  
Marina: in RCUK attempts to establish framework: main challenge: how to keep researchers 
involved and committed > need demonstrating potential to be creative source for innovation 
 
Discussion: how to go about the multiple frameworks for responsible innovation emerging? 
clashes and contestation > procedural approaches available? 
 
Philippe: impose from EU level would be counterproductive > member state level needed to be 
integrated / links to generic problem of trying to enforce RRI / example: UK TSB decided to 
incorporate much more gently  
 Could there be a multi-layered approach, which allows for flexibility and adaptation, while at 
the same time providing directions and options for contestation/scrutiny 
Ralf: layered OK, but must be integrated (cf. call) > so different instruments needed 
Philippe: including arrangements for political game 
Stefan: and building on what is already out there, because there are so many arrangements 
already explicitly or implicitly dealing with RRI 
 
Marina: what kind of penalty could be feasible 
Bärbel: this is the problem of many soft regulation initiatives / such a long way to develop a carrot 
and stick approach / no way back to command and control, although a kind of stick in the back will 
be needed > ‘conditioning’ 
Sally: example of professional communities in market research > cannot escape system of 
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sanctions, but also localised interpretation of RRI > so, guiding processes of self-organisation 
(numerous examples where these regulations are taken extremely seriously, eg. VDI) 
Stefan: eg. kind of constitution 
Sara: works with naming and shaming / reputation  
 
Michael: SMEs need resources. Some examples of advice by universities, but only works in 
projects, so with investments involved 
Sally: true, but old problem, not for RRI to solve / yet, has to be taken into account when thinking 
of implementation, in this case capacities of SMEs, eg via chambers of commerce 
 
Philippe: in contrast multinationals working on much larger scale 
 
Summary of points discussed 
Finding our way in this multi-actor, multi-layered world: 

- Process / guidance / issue of enforcement 
- Layered / multiple levels / issue of integration 
- Drawing on what is already available in specific contexts 

 
Notes second round 
Marina: OK, building in what is going on, but there must be a mandatory baseline which then is 
able to provide guidance, because from the existing frameworks it is hard to learn what RRI is > so, 
processes of learning required 
Philippe: such a reconfiguration requires a systematic approach 
Stefan: yet in the context of our projects it will always be stylised  
 
Philippe: always aspect of assessment always there / need for criteria 
Sally: danger of assessment bureaucracy  
 
Bärbel: need for legal baseline: provides certainty  
Bart: on the other hand: need for indicators of change, eg example of chemical industry going into 
personal healthcare: not covered by Responsible Care program [opening up / closure – 
established] 
 what is effective framing?  
 
Ralf: how to include macro-level: how can a governance framework to processes of public policy 
making  
Philippe: training and education / just like for engineers 
Sally: back to issue of subsidiarity  
Difference in teaching and education: investing in young researchers for being the new generation 
/ while investing in training of senior staff for their actual leadership 
Ben: issue is not generational, but cultural: in lab culture you tend to lose sight of wider issues 
Marina: indeed, so reward structures have to change / cf. interdisciplinarity, called for, but reward 
system is discipline oriented 
UK example of ethics courses: formalised, but fails in practice: not part of the discipline, so 
accreditation should not be limited to uptake in curriculum  
 
Summary of points discussed 

- Criteria / Subsidiarity  
- Learning (not limited to education, but also wrt improving existing structures) 
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Breakout Group:  Exploiting complementarities and avoiding overlap in dissemination 

 
Participants: 

Name Project Name Project 

 Ben Fairweather RESPONSIBILITY  Bernd Stahl GREAT 

 Elena Tavlaki  RESPONSIBILITY 
& GREAT 

 Roger Chennels ProGReSS  

 Rohaya Moh Nor RESPONSIBILITY  Morten Nielsen Res-Agora 

 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Bruno Turnheim (ProGReSS) 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

 Discuss potential complementarities and overlaps in dissemination, explore course of action. 

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

1. Operating under a common/umbrella identity 
Following the idea that “the whole is bigger than the sum of its parts”, it was discussed that a 
meta-identity (logo, name, mission statement, etc.) could be beneficial to the 4 (now 5?) projects, 
in terms of increased coherence, external visibility, as well as the achievement of other common 
objectives. When discussing practicalities of such a frame, it became clear to participants that the 
impulse should come from the Commission, and related to the common denominator of the 
projects’ source of funding. This could come in the form of an informal RRI label, that could be 
included as part of communications strategies for each project. 

2. Sharing resources 
It was realised that many dissemination tools (website, newsletters, social media activity, blogs, 
events, workshops, etc.) were developed independently by each project, and could be more 
actively mobilised across the projects. The way forward is to actively mobilise such resources in 
order to fully reap their multiplying potential. WP6 leaders for each project will strive to keep open 
and active communication channels to reap such benefits. 

3. Contact lists 
Some activities related to dissemination rely on contact lists, which it would be handy to share 
across projects. However, because of the obvious legal and privacy issues, personal data collection 
should be designed in coordination from the outset, which unfortunately seems unlikely at this 
point. 

4. Events 
All projects organise a number of public and/or closed events as part of their activities. An obvious 
starting point is to keep each other informed well in advance, to advertise related information via 
the various websites. Furthermore, it is important to keep in mind that the 5 projects compounded 
readily make up a large network of excellence, which should be actively mobilised and 
strengthened during such events. 

5. Shared conference 
The possibility of a shared (final) conference was discussed. The benefits of such collaboration are 
obvious in terms of size, cost effectiveness, and impact. Particularly, it would greatly increase 
chances to reach a policymaker and political audience. For organisational purposes, it may be 
preferable for such a joint conference to involve only 2 projects. Discussions will continue on this 
topic. 

-  
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Breakout Group: Theoretical developments 

 
Participants: 

Name Project Name Project 

Philippe Goujon  Robert Gianni  

Stafan Kuhlmann  Bernard Reber  

Bärbel Dorbeck  Bert Walhout  

Michael Davis  Guido Gorgoni  

 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Bernard Reber  Rapporteur (GREAT) 

Michael Davis  Moderator 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

Discussion of our theoretical assumptions 

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

- Michael. What to substitute to RRI definition? 
- Stefan K.: Institutionalisation of RRI practically. RRI as something (actors works on them). 
Actors see the need. Ethnographic approach. 
Agreed on this question. Not new. Creation of legitimacy. 

- Bärbel.  Quoting rationality. 
 

- PG. Shift from ethics to responsibility. Ex. European values are empty. But more the 
condition of implementation. 
 

- Differences of theoretical approaches BR: What makes RRI in configuration and identities 
vs the content of responsibility. Responsibility is a concept. How can you say that it is 
negotiated?  What are the conditions of this negotiation?  

 
Assumption: BR what will be interesting: norms in context.  Where will be the differences? 
Responsibilities different actors are very opposite prima facie. Where the legitimacy is coming 
from? 
 
PG A new way to construct the meaning. Before the market (presupposed; GMO). 
To construct the framing, the answer. 
Ethics is a blockage. Not incorporated. Example: the ethical review of the project. 
Now incorporating ethics in the process. 
 
Barth, but limited to public research. Idem with participation. 
2020 challenge to merge industries with. 
 
PG How people integrate RRI. 
How do you go for a normative claim?  
 
Barth : the consequences. BR Which consequences? 

1. Normativities of actors. 
2. Assumptions in European context, meta-governance (constitution) of settings to 

…(political one). 
 

PG I will not give you the solution. 
SK Different forces make claims. For example basic scientists. Engineers (reliable techno.). 
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society (environment). 
 
Michael : To have assure for investment. 

 
Ethics replace by responsible. On a political level. Stefan not agree.  
Robert. Responsibility with different level like Innovation. 

 
PG Reflexivity is the minimum of RRI. The incentive to take initiative. Not reduced to legal 
compliance.  
 
Bärbel : institutions.  

 
Summary: 

 
- Not good def. of RRI. What to substitute to RRI definition. Every one give a proposal: 
- Resp. innovation is a problem is not a solution. 
- Responsible innovation = a process need governance framing. 
- GREAT and ResAgora depart from different perspective and some point not. 
- RRI= A quest. 
- What matters to analyse is norms in context?: the sociological missing point in many 

sociology of technologies and the potential fights to reach a GREAT . 
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Breakout Group: RRI monitoring 

 
Breakout Group Host(s): 

Wainer Lusoli European Commission 

Dionysia Lagiou European Commission 

 
Breakout Group Objective: 

To make apparent the links amongst projects and WPs concerning the generation and 
storage of indicators and other data relate to RRI that may be of policy relevance. Also, to 
raise awareness of what empirical evidence and activities generated by the projects may 
be directly relevant to Commission policy action. 

 
Brainstorming - Discussion Points 

It is generally understood, if not agreed, that RRI monitoring will take two forms. On the 
one hand, that work on RRI indicators will build principally on the work conducted by 
MASIS. That is, the measurement at the level of members States, of characteristics and 
attributes of RRI that may or may not reside at that level (e.g. citizen engagement, rather 
than law and funding programmes). On the other hand, the RRI observatory will create a 
knowledge base composed of case studies, of discussions/debate fora concerning RRI and 
will serve as a tool for stakeholder management. Although the structure of the indicators 
and of the observatory are to be defined, the idea is to collect evidence in a structured of 
how RRI has been implemented in Europe – at MS level, RPOs level, at discipline level, for 
instance. Also, the observatory aims to create spaces to engage a multiplicity of actors 
(scientists, people and policy makers) in the co-creation of ideas on controversial scientific 
issues. 
 
The work conducted for RRI monitoring needs to be connected formally to conceptual 
work conducted in the projects and to empirical evidence being collected. This needs to be 
an iterative process, one that allows teams and people working on indicators to feedback 
and query teams and people conducting theoretical development of the RRI concept. 
 
A clear protocol for the collection of cases needs to be agreed among participants. A small 
selection of Member States and RRI cases will be used to set up a pilot, to then be revised 
for the full implementation of RRI monitoring. 
 
There is an important issue of selection of focus areas and cases to be included; looking at 
different scientific fields and practices  [the very different frameworks of understanding 
RRI that were discussed in the morning preservation] would almost inevitably led to very 
different selection of variable on which to measure RRI, and inevitably different results. 
While this is not necessarily undesirable in the scientific context, it does not help shape a 
clear policy vision for Commission services to subscribe to. This applies when having to 
select what are 'good practice' cases of RRI, when to decide what examples to leave out 
and/or when having to determine where to draw the 'enough' boundary of data 
collection. Also, this applies to the identification of possible user groups for the results of 
the indicators, in practice what is the intended audience of the work.  
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There need to be informal mechanism for pooling resources concerning work on RRI 
indicators. 
 
The issue was discussed of integration of Go4 work and the work tendered by the 
Commission on Indicators for RRI, Stock-taking of FP6 and FP7, and other data collection 
activities. There needs to be open communication channels, by means of emails and 
meetings, to coordinate the overall data collection activity for the sake of efficiency and 
efficacy in sustaining policy making activities. 
 
Accessibility of results is an important issue. So is also the issue of legacy, and what to do 
with the MASIS website, if it is to be migrated, reused, extended or some other solution. 
 

 
 
Next Steps: milestones, actions, deliverables, by whom, and by when: 

No formal milestones where set at the end of the group. There was agreement that the 
two projects, and WP leader within projects, most interested in aligning RRI evidence to 
policy making would talk among themselves to coordinate their effort. The Commission 
will try to facilitate such meetings and will be very eager follow progress of work in this 
area. 
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First Go4 Joint Workshop on RRI Governance Frameworks 
Brussels, Sep 12th 10:00 – Sep 13th 16:00 

Agenda 

 

Venue: Covent Garden Building, COV2 – Room 15/SDR1, Brussels 

 

Day one – Thursday 12th Sept:  
Time Topic Lead 

  9.30 – 10.00 Registration  

10.00 – 10.20 Welcome and introduction 

 Aims of the Workshop 

 Implementing RRI in Horizon 2020 

Karen Fabbri (EC) 

10.20-11.30 What's new in the Go4 RRI Gov projects that we will 
be building on today and tomorrow? 
(10-15 min x project + Q&A and discussion) 

Four Project coordinators  

11.30 – 11.45 Coffee  

11.45 - 12.15 Comparison of the four projects  
(15 min + Q&A & discussion) 

Erich Griessler 

12.15–13.15  Lunch 
 

13.15 – 14.00 Overview & preliminary appraisal of existing/ 
emerging governance frameworks for RRI 
(20 min + Q&A & discussion) 

Sally Randles 

14.00-15.00 
 
 
15.00-15.30 
two quick 
rounds of 
world-cafe 
switches 
+ 
refreshments 

World Café breakout sessions  - Round 1: 
 
 
1) Creating a common glossary 
 
2) Empirical programme: avoiding overlap in the 
case studies and making use of the projects' expert 
networks and other synergies 
 
3) Theoretical developments 
 
4) Exploiting complementarities and avoiding 
overlaps in dissemination. 
 
5) Post-MASIS work 

Leads to introduce, host & 
harvest breakout sessions 
 
John Pearson (Responsibility) 
 
Sally Randles (Res-Agora) 
 
 
 
Lead from (Great) 
 
Bruno Turnheim (Progress) 
 
 
Wainer Lusoli (EC) 
 

15.30-16.30 Outcomes Round 1 and discussion All 

16.30-17:30 Ad hoc wildcard conversations All 

17.30 Check-out and end of Day 1 All 
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Day two – Friday 13th Sept: 
09.00 - 09.15 Day 2 - Check-in Karen Fabbri 

9.15 – 10.00 How Global is RRI?   
(Two 15 min presentations + Q&A and 
discussion) 

Michael Davis, IIT, US & Roger 
Chennells, South African San 
Institute  

10.00 – 10.30 Coffee  

10.30 - 12.00 World Café breakout sessions - Round 2: 
 
 
1) Creating a common glossary continued 
 
2) Empirical programme continued 
 
3) Theoretical developments continued 
 
4) Establishing a European governance 
framework for RRI - functions, requirements, 
possible features and obstacles 
 
5) Policy briefs 
 

Leads to introduce, host & 
harvest breakout sessions 
 
Sara Wilford (Responsibility) 
 
Sally Randles (Res-Agora) 
 
Lead from (Great) 
 
Stefan Kuhlmann (Res-Agora) 
 
 
Elena Tavlaki / Rohaya Mohd 
Nor (Responsibility) 

12.00-12.30 Ad-hoc coordination opportunities ("mingling") All 

12.30-13.30 Lunch 
 

13.30 – 15.00 Outcomes Round 2: Presentations from the 
breakout sessions, discussion, agreements 

All 

15.00 – 15.15 Coffee break 
 

15.15 – 16.00 Miscellaneous, upcoming dates/events, closing 
of the Meeting 

All 

16.00 Check-out and end of workshop All 
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 Participants list 
 

N° Surname First Name Institution Project 

1 AHRWEILER Petra EA Progress / Great 

2 AJAMI Mohamad Fraunhofer IPK Responsibility 

3 CHENNELLES Roger South African Inst. Progress 

4 DAVIS Michael IIT, US Progress 

5 DEAN Amy   Progress 

6 DORBECK-JUNG Bärbel Twente ResAGorA 

7 FAIRWEATHER Ben De Montfort Univ. Responsibility 

8 GIANNI Robert UNamur Great 

9 GORGONI Guido UPadova ResAGorA 

10 GOUJON Philippe UNamur Responsibility / Great 

11 GRIESSLER Erich IHS ResAGorA 

12 GRIMPE Barbara UOxford Great 

13 HAHNE Michael Technical U of Berlin Responsibility 

14 IKONEN Veikko VTT Great 

15 JIROTKA Marina UOxford Responsibility / Great 

16 KUHLMANN Stefan Twente ResAGorA 

17 LINDNER Ralf Fraunhofer ISI ResAGorA 

18 MENEVIDIS Zaharya Fraunhofer IPK Responsibility (Co-ordinator) 

19 MICHARIKOPOULOS Dimitri Signosis Great 

20 MOHD NOR Rohaya UMalaysia Sarawak Responsibility 

21 PATEL Menisha UOxford Responsibility 

22 PEARSON John UNamur Responsibility 

23 RANDLES Sally UManchaster ResAGorA 

24 REBER Bernard UPD Great 

25 SCHROEDER Doris UCLan Progress 

26 STAHL Bernd DMU Great 

27 TAVLAKI Elena Signosis SPRL Responsibility 

28 TURNHEIM Bruno Usussex Progress 

29 VELSING NIELSEN Morten DBT ResAGorA 

30 WALHOUT Bart Twente ResAGorA 

31 WILFORD Sara DMU Responsibility 

 

32 FABBRI Karen European Commission  

33 LAGIOU Dionysia European Commission  

34 PAULA Lino European Commission  

35 SCARAFINO  Antonio  European Commission  

36 GALIAY Philippe European Commission  

37 LUSOLI Wainer European Commission  

38 DUMONT Yves European Commission  

 


